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ABSTRACT* 

It may be expected that high spatial resolution of a sound 
image obtained in higher order ambisonics should lead to 
smaller localization errors compared to first order. 
However, with binaural reproduction of ambisonic sound, 
the listener's ability to precisely localize the sound source 
may be reduced by the inaccuracies and spatial distortions 
made by the binaural decoders. This study compares the 
localization errors that occur when listening to pink noise 
bursts recorded with the use of first and third-order 
ambisonic microphones and presented binaurally through 
the earphones. It is discussed how in such a case 
localization errors vary depending on the ambisonics order 
and the type of the binaural renderer used. Localization 
errors were measured separately in azimuth and elevation. 
The median azimuth error was 25° for first-order and 20° 
for third-order recordings, with the front-back confusions 
excluded from the analysis. In elevation the median error 
for first-order was 65° and for third-order it was 100°, but it 
should be noted that in this plane front-back and up-down 
confusions were not omitted. Obtained results indicate no 
statistically significant differences between the four binaural 
decoders used. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ambisonics is a full-sphere audio format in which 
recording and reproducing spatial sound is based on the 
spherical harmonics [1]. Spatial resolution of sound 
recorded by ambisonics microphone depends on the 
number of spherical harmonics, and the higher the order of 
the microphone, the higher the number of capsules and the 
more harmonics it records. It can be supposed that using the 
higher order microphone will result in better localization 
accuracy in the reproduced spatial sound [2]. However, to 
reproduce the ambisonics sound, it has to be decoded from 
B-format, either for a set of speakers, or to a binaural sound 
when using headphones, and the decoding may cause 
spatial distortions and inaccuracies [3]. For binaural 
reproduction, decoding is most often based on the use of 
Head-Related Transfer Function (HRTF) [4, 5], which is 
usually not personalized for the particular listener, which 
can lead to significant localization errors [6]. 
The aim of this study was to measure the localization error 
that occurs for the binaural reproduction of sound recorded 
by 1st and 3rd order ambisonic microphone and to check if 
the use of different binaural renderers causes significant 
changes in the error values. 

2. METHOD 

Listening tests were conducted for 16 participants. The 
group consisted of telecommunication engineering students, 
5 women and 11 men, between the ages of 22 and 26, with 
no self-reported hearing loss. Participants had no previous 
experience in spatial sound listening tests. The test material 
were 1st and 3rd order ambisonics recordings of pink noise 
bursts, recorded in the anechoic chamber with Sennheiser 
Ambeo (1st order) and Zylia (3rd order). The recorded angles 
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were: -105°, -60°, 0°, 90°, 135° in azimuth (with 0° in front 
of the microphone, negative values on the right and positive 
on the left), and -45°, 30°, 90°. 135°, 180° in elevation (with 
0° in front of the microphone, negative values meaning 
below and positive above). 
The B-format was obtained using Ambeo A-B Format 
Converter and Zylia Ambisonic Converter. Then, B-format 
was decoded to binaural format using either IEM Binaural 
Decorder [7], CroPaC Binaural [9], HO-DirAC Binaural 
[10] or SPARTA AmbiBIN [11] plugins. Each plugin was 
used with its default settings for 1st or 3rd ambisonics order. 
Default HRIR’s were used. Headphone compensation filters 
were used if available in the binaural plugin, and it was the 
case for IEM Binaural Decoder. For the other three there 
was no headphones compensation. Audio-technica ATH-
M50x headphones were used for all tests. Listeners were 
introduced to four tasks, each for one plugin. The task 
consisted of 2 parts, regarding horizontal and median plane. 
For each plane 10 pink noise samples were presented, 5 for 
1st and 5 for 3rd order recordings. Every sample was 
repeated twice. Participants were informed about the 
specifics of the task, but there was no training session and 
no feedback, as the aim of this study was to reflect the 
performance of the listeners unexperienced in localizing 
sound sources in a listening tests. They were asked to 
answer where from the sound is coming and they marked 
their answers graphically on a diagram for azimuth or 
elevation. 

3. RESULTS 

Localization errors were calculated as the absolute error 
between the presented angle and the answer given by the 
respondent. Data was analyzed for every presented angle, 
with four renderers, regarding the azimuth and elevation, 
for first and third-order ambisonic recordings.  
Obtained results are presented separately for azimuth (Fig. 
1) and elevation (Fig. 2). Median error, 25th and 75th 
percentile, maximum, minimum and outlier values are 
shown in the box-and-whiskers graphs. For analyzing the 
first and third order differences, the rendered type is 
temporarily disregarded and will be analyzed later. 
Azimuth errors (Fig. 1) are the highest for 0°. Median error 
is 180° for first-order and 150° for third-order recording.  
This is due to front-back confusions, and it can be seen, that 
statistically for third-order the confusions occur less 
frequently. Due to the distinct character of this front-back 
errors, results for 0° azimuth are omitted in the further 
analysis. Localization errors in the horizontal plane are the 
smallest for angles -105 and 90, as expected, because of the 

highest interaural time differences (ITD) and interaural 
level differences (ILD). For -105° azimuth, median error is 
15° for both 1st and 3rd order, and for 90° azimuth median 
error is 20° for 1st and 10° for 3rd order. In the case of 60° 
azimuth median error is by 20° smaller for 3rd order 
microphone (median error 30°) compared to 1st order (50°). 
For 135° azimuth, median error is higher for the 3rd order 
(40°) than for 1st order (25°).  

 
Figure 1. Comparison of localization errors (angle in 
degrees) in horizontal plane (azimuth) for recordings 
made with 1st order (Ambeo) and 3rd order (Zylia) 
ambisonic microphones, regardless of the binaural 
decoder used. 

 
Figure 2. Comparison of localization errors (angle in 
degrees) in median plane (elevation) for recordings 
made with 1st order (Ambeo) and 3rd order (Zylia) 
ambisonics microphones, regardless of the binaural 
decoder used. 
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Figure 3. Localization errors for four binaural 
decoders: IEM Binaral Decoder, CroPaC Binaural, 
HO-DirAC Binaural and SPARTA AmbiBIN, in 
azimuth and elevation, regardless of the ambisonics 
order. 

 
Figure 4. Comparison of the localization errors for 1st 
(Ambeo) and 3rd order (Zylia) ambisonics recordings 
in azimuth and elevation, regardless of the binaural 
decoder used. 
 
For the median plane (Fig. 2) the errors are higher than for 
the horizontal plane. Median elevation error is between 40° 
and 130°. The high values of this errors are most likely 
connected with front-back and up-down confusions. As it 
was done for the horizontal plane, such confusions should 
be excluded from the analysis. However, as the errors 
occurred for all the presented angles, and were often not 
exactly 180°, it was decided to analyze all the median plane 
results, including all this confusions, to show the overall 
ability of the listener to correctly localize the source. 

Surprisingly, for all tested angles, localization error was 
higher for 3rd order than for 1st. The error was the smallest 
for 90° elevation, it was 40° for 1st and 60° for 3rd order. 
The highest errors were observed for angles near the front, 
it was 130° for -45° elevation and 120° for 30° elevation, 
and it is once again probably due to the front-back and up-
down confusions. 
Results obtained for four used binaural decoders (IEM 
Binaral Decoder, CroPaC Binaural, HO-DirAC Binaural 
and SPARTA AmbiBIN) are presented in Fig. 3. The one-
way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine 
whether there are any statistically significant differences 
between the four used binaural decoders. Results indicated 
that globally there was no statistically significant difference, 
neither for azimuth (F(3,508) = 1.41, p = 0.239) nor 
elevation (F(3,636) = 2.28, p = 0.078). 
Summary results comparing localization errors for first and 
third-order recordings are presented in Fig. 4. In azimuth 
the median error was 25° for first-order and 20° for third-
order. In elevation the median error for first-order was 65° 
and for third-order it was 100°. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Localization of sound sources in binaural reproduction of 
ambisonic sound can be difficult for the listeners due to 
spatial distortions occurring on every step of recording and 
decoding process. In this study localization errors were 
measured for first and third-order ambisonic recordings, 
decoded with four binaural plugins.  
Obtained results indicate no statistically significant 
differences between the four binaural decoders used. In the 
horizontal plane, the median azimuth error was 25° for first-
order and 20° for third-order recordings, with the front-back 
confusions excluded from the analysis. This is consistent 
with the results found in the literature, e.g. [12, 13]. In [12] 
these given errors are 26° for first-order and 22° for third-
order, and in [13] it is 30° and 23°, respectively. 
In the median plane, the analysis was harder to interpret, as 
there were many front-back and up-down confusions that 
were not obvious to exclude from the analyzed data. It was 
decided to calculate the errors for the entire dataset. Taking 
this assumptions into account, the median elevation error 
for first-order was 65° and for third-order it was 100°. 
Surprisingly, even given the confusions, it was expected 
that localization error would be smaller for third-order 
recordings. However, the obtained data indicate that the 
error for third-order recording was by 35° greater than for 
first-order. The explanation of this results may lay in the 
recording process and the inaccuracies occurring when 
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using the 3rd order Zylia microphone array. As no reference 
data was found for this microphone, this issue will be 
further investigated. 
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